Queen problems are unstructured problems, whose solution scheme can be applied in the actual job scheduling. As for the n-queen problem, backtracking algorithm is considered as an effective approach when the value of n is small. However, in case the value of n is large, the phenomenon of combination explosion is expected to occur. In order to solve the aforementioned problem, queen problems are firstly converted into the problem of function optimization with constraints, and then the corresponding mathematical model is established. Afterwards, the n-queen problem is solved by constructing the genetic operators and adaption functions using the integer coding based on the population search technology of the evolutionary computation. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is endowed with rapid calculation speed and high efficiency, and the model presents simple structure and is readily implemented.
Introduction
As an old and well-known problem, the eight queens problem proposed by the international chess player, Marx Bethel, in 1848 is a typical case of the backtracking algorithm [1] . Since then, it has been studied by many mathematicians including Gauss and Cantos, and is generalized as the layout problem of the n-queen. The n-queen problem is an unstructured problem, which can be effectively solved using approaches including the search strategy based on artificial intelligence and the backtracking algorithm [2] - [5] . Some components, such as multi-leveled equations, graphics, and tables are not prescribed, although the various table text styles are provided. The formatter will need to create these components, incorporating the applicable criteria that follow.
As to the definition of the n-queen problem: n queens are placed on the international checkerboard with the dimension of the grid being n × n, and the precondition is that no queen suffers from the attack from another queen. That is to say, among the n queens, any two of them are not on the same row, column, or oblique line. There are many algorithms to solve this problem, such as the exhaustive method, backtracking algorithm, learning algorithm of the neural network, and so on. However, when the value of n is great, these algorithms take a long time for computation and therefore become infeasible.
Evolutionary computation is a global optimization based random search algorithm that simulates the natural selection and natural genetic mechanism of the biological evolution. Evolutionary computation has been applied in various fields including neural network, function optimization, image processing, system identification, expert system and so on due to its high efficiency and practicality through years of study. As for the application in solving the n-queen problems, evolutionary computation is an efficient nondeterministic algorithm [6] - [10] .
Modeling and Evolutionary Algorithm for n-Queen Problems
The general steps for solving a problem using the evolutionary computation are demonstrated as follows:
1) Analyzing the problem to determine a coding scheme; 2) Determining the objective function of the problem, to design a fitness function; 3) Generating an initial population that contains several individuals, each of which is a feasible solution of the problem; 4) Calculating the fitness values of each individual in the population; 5) If the optimal solution of the problem is found, quitting the cycle; 6) Performing the genetic operations including selection, hybridization and variation according to the fitness values of each individual; 7) Returning to step (4). It is regulated in the n-queen problems that all queens are not in the same row, column, and oblique line. Assume that a layout of the n-queen problems is
represents that a queen is placed on the i Constraint 2 can be converted into the objective function f: Obviously, the greater the function value is, the smaller the possibility of the mutual attacks between queens.
When the function value f reaches the maximum ( ) 1 2 n n − , the individual corresponding to the maximum value is the solution of the problem. Therefore, the function value f can be defined as the fitness function of the individuals.
Algorithm
1) The aforementioned program segments are utilized to generate the initial population
, where, NN and n represent the population size and the number of the queens respectively. The first and second subscripts in array p indicate the serial numbers of the individuals and genes separately, and are called the individual and gene respectively for the sake of convenience;
2) The fitness values [ ] ( )
of all the individuals in the initial population are calculated, and the individual k max with the maximum value being f max and k min with the minimum value being f min are found out;
3) Hybridization: the location based crossover operator is adopted, and the specific process is demonstrated as follows: to begin with, a random integer c with the value varying from 0 to n is randomly generated to be regarded as the crossover point. Afterwards, the optimal individual kmax is selected from the population, followed by the generation of a random integer m (m ≠ k max and m ≠ k min ) with the value in the range of 0~NN. Then, the location based hybridization process is performed between the individual corresponding to the integer m and the optimal individual kmax at the point c. If the preferable individual in the hybrid progenies is superior to the optimal individual kmax, the worst individual kmin is replaced by the individual; otherwise, the worst individual kmin is reserved. The crossover operator is demonstrated in Figure 2 , and its implementation algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3 .
As demonstrated in 
4)
Variation: the locations of any two genes in the original optimal individual k max in step 3 are exchanged, to generate a new individual. If the new individual is superior to the previous optimal individual k max , the latter is replaced by the former; otherwise, the latter is reserved. 5) Recalculating the values of fitness, maximum and minimum of the individuals changed by the hybridization and variation processes;
6) The results are output if the termination condition is satisfied, that is, output all the individuals i that satisfy the condition; otherwise, step 3 is repeated.
Operation Results
By using the proposed algorithm nearly all the solutions of the 4 queens problem (n = 4) are obtained in the test. Limited by the length of the paper, merely parts of the operation results are demonstrated, as illustrated in Table  1 .
The value of the population size in the algorithm is generally taken as 10 -20 times of the number of the queens. The evolution generation can be adjusted in the range of 50 -100 times of the number of the queens, and the termination condition of the evolution is ( )
Conclusion and Improvement
The construction of the fitness functions using integers shortens the evaluation time of the computers, and thus greatly improves the calculation efficiency. Meanwhile, integer coding is performed on the individuals, which applies the knowledge of the n-queen problems and makes the algorithm concise and visual. The experimental results demonstrate that this algorithm is endowed with rapid calculation and high efficiency. Of course, in order to further improve the operating speed, several crossover points can be added according to the variation of the fitness functions while designing the evolutionary operators. That is to say, the smaller the fitness value of the optimal individual is, the more the crossover points. With the gradual increase of the fitness value of the optimal individuals in the evolution process, the number of the crossover points is gradually reduced. When the difference between the fitness value and the integer n(n − 1)/2 is smaller than certain a given positive number, the number of the crossover points is changed to 1. In this way, the evolution speed of the population is accelerated, which gives rise to the improved efficiency of the algorithm. In addition, in order to avoid the local optimum of the programs, the stability of the system requires to be further improved.
